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Abstract— The ac resistance and parasitic capacitance of
the inductor are the primary considerations in the winding
design for the dual-active bridge converter (DAB). They
are dependent of up to four independent structure vari-
ables. The interactive restrictions between those variables
makes the design difficult. In this paper, the core-related
capacitances between the central limb, side limb, yoke and
winding are derived, and a local optimization for it is
proposed. Moreover, a total winding capacitance design
method is proposed by mapping the four dimensional
problem into two dimensions. The analysis and design are
verified by finite element method simulations and exper-
imental results on a 100 kHz prototype are performed.

Index Terms—Dual active bridge, Series inductor, Ac
resistance, Parasitic capacitance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dual-active bridge converter (DAB) is a promising

topology in applications e.g. electric vehicles, dc power sys-

tems, solid-state transformers [1, 2]. A series ac inductor is

necessary for its ac link (c.f. Fig. 1). The ac resistance and

parasitic capacitance of the inductor are the key considerations

for the winding structure [3–7]. In winding design process,

the design input variables such as the mean length per turn

(MLT) and number of turns N are usually given. The optimal

design of winding ac resistance depends mainly on conductor

diameter di and the number of layers p. On the other hand,

the parasitic capacitance C is dependent on two more structure

variables: layer insulation distance aiso and winding to central

limb insulation a1 (c.f. Fig. 2). So the winding design is a four

dimensional problem with interactive restrictions of each other.

In high frequency magnetics, not only the winding capacitance

Cw, but also the capacitance due to the core Ccw and shield

Cs should be taken into account [8–11]. For the ETD shape

core, the capacitance between the winding and the side limb

Ccw2 becomes very serious when the volume of the winding is

large enough. Unlike the formation of central limb capacitance

Ccw1 and yoke capacitance Ccw3, there is no bobbin between

the side limb core and the winding. So the impact of the side

limb is easy to be neglected and causes a huge Ccw2 in some

cases. In general, a comprehensive winding design considering

all the problems is important for high frequency ac inductor.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a Dual active bridge converter (DAB).
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Fig. 2. Inductor cross section, top view and structure parameters.

In this paper, analytical formulas considering the side limb

capacitance Ccw2 and yoke capacitance Ccw3 are derived

and verified by both FEM and experimental results, making

it possible for a local optimization on the core-related ca-

pacitance Cw. Further, a winding design method for the ac

resistance and capacitance is proposed. Finally, inductors for

a DAB prototype is designed with the proposed method and

experimental results are presented.

II. WINDING AC RESISTANCE MODELING AND

MINIMIZATION

The ac resistance Rac is determined by Dowell and it is a

function of number of layers p and the penetration ratio �
[12, 13]:

Rac = f0(p,�) = RdcFr = Rdc � [ν1 +
2

3
(p2 − 1)ν2], (1)
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Fig. 3. Inductor winding design map of the ac resistance.

where

� =
di
δ
, (2)

Rdc is the dc resistance, Fr is the ac resistance ratio, di
is the diameter of conductor, δ is the skin depth, ν1 and

ν2 are coefficients, which are the function of �. For an

inductor application, although the accuracy of the expression

is not guaranteed [14, 15], the relative relationship of ac

resistance for each (p, �) case still has a reference value

and it is comparable. Then if the number of layers m is also

decided, there is an optimum Δopt for a minimum ac winding

resistance [16–20]. The corresponding optimum diameter is

then derived with Δopt and δ. The design method in [21] uses

the core window width and the height as restrictions (Fig. 3):

dc = pdi + (p− 1)aiso + a1 + a2, (3)

hc = tdi + (t− 1)hiso + h1 + h2, (4)

where dc, hc is the width and height of the window, t is the

number of conductors per layer, di is the conductor diameter,

aiso and hiso are the layer isolation in width and height

direction, a1, a2, h1, h2 is the creep distances between the core

and the winding in width and height directions, separately.

III. WINDING PARASITIC CAPACITANCE MODELING

Neglecting the turn to turn capacitance in multi-layer wind-

ings, there are four kinds of parasitic capacitances due to the

structure of the core and winding: inter-layer capacitance Cll,

central limb capacitance Ccw1, side limb capacitance Ccw2,

and top and bottom yoke capacitance Ccw3.

The parasitic capacitance of the multi-layer winding can be

modeled by connecting the layer to layer capacitance Cll [22]:

Cw = klc · Cll(p− 1)(
2

p
)2, (5)

where klc is equal to 1/3 or 1/4 dependent on the wiring

direction. Cll is calculated by parallel plate capacitance:

C = kcw · ε0εeqApla

d
= kcw · ε0εeq 2πh(r + d/2)

d
, (6)

where:

h = hw, d = deff , r = req − d/2, εeq = εi, (7)

kcw = 1 is the weigh factor, hw is the height of the winding,

deff = (aiso − 2riso) + de − 1.15di + 0.26(hiso + di) is

the effective distance between layers [23], εi is the effective

permittivity, separately.

The central limb capacitance Ccw10 can also be predicted

with equation (6) by the parameter assignment [9]:

h = hc, d = r2 − r1 + de/2, r = r1, εeq = εb1, (8)

where kcw = 1, hc is the height of the window, d is distance

from inner layer to the core, r is from inner core to axis, εb1
are equivalent relative permittivity.

If the layer p increases, the outer radius of the winding r3
may be very close to the inner radius of side limb core r4.

The related side limb capacitance Ccw20 begins to increase

and can be predicted with the same equation (6) with:

h = hc, d = r4 − r3 + de/2, r = r3, εeq = εb2, (9)

εb2 here differs from εb1 for the Ccw10, for ETD core, there is

no bobbin between outer winding and side limb. The weight

factor kcw for the ETD core refers to the ERXP simulation

model in [24], it determines the impact on the side limb core

through a top-view circle r3 percentage, and can be simplified

to:

kcw ≈ 4r1/(2πr3) ≈ 4r1/(πr1 + πr4). (10)

The factor calculation formula can be changed according to

different core structures.

The top and bottom yoke capacitance Ccw30 is also in-

creased with layer number p, with kcw = 1 and:

Apla ≈ 4r1(r3 − r2), d = (hc − hw)/2, εeq = εb3, (11)

where εb3 is equivalent permittivity.

Assume that the winding is numbered from 1 to N accord-

ing to wiring order, the potential of each turn is from U1 to

UN, U0 is voltage difference in each layer, and the potential

of the core is UC. The difference of them is Ud:

Ud = U1 − UC. (12)

The voltage ratio is defined as kU = Ud/U0. The equivalent

core-related capacitance Ccw can be gain by expressing the

energy stored in the system, as is given in Appendix A. The

total capacitance Cind is the sum of Cw and Ccw:
Cind = Cw + Ccw1 + Ccw2 + Ccw3

= Cw + kc1 · Ccw10 + kc2 · Ccw20 + kc3 · Ccw30
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ccw

, (13)

with:

kc1 =
3k2U + 3kU + 1

3p2
, (14)

kc2 =
3k2U + (6p− 3)kU + (3p2 − 3p+ 1)

3p2
, (15)

kc3 =
6k2U + 6pkU + (2p2 − p+ 2)

3p2
. (16)

The core of the inductor is floating, so the potential UC is

between U1 to UN, which means −p < kU < 0. For normal

situation, the inner side of the winding is more close to the

central limb core, thus the range of kU can narrow to −p/2 <
kU < 0. The determination of exact value of kU is difficult

and can only be extracted by experiment or finite element
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(a) Prototype 8 and its 2D FEM simulation of the electric potential.
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Fig. 4. The analytical, simulation, and experimental results of the capacitance
of the prototypes with different number of layers p.

TABLE I
PROTOTYPE WINDING SPECIFICATION OF P1 TO P8

Parameters Value Units

Core type ETD 59/31/22

Core material N97

Bobbin type B66398

Number of layers p 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8

Turns in one layer t 34

Winding diameter di 1 mm

simulation. On the other hand, Ccw is a quadratic function

of kU and the rate of change is not large in this range, so

kU = −p/4 is assumed, and is verified below.

A series of inductor prototypes are built and tested, named

P1, P2, ... P5 and P8 to verify the impact of Ccw. They are

all with the same configuration except different number of

layers p, and the detailed information is shown in Table I.

A comparison is given in Fig. 4. The experimental results are

extracted with the resonant method performed by the Keysight

impedance analyzer E4990A [9, 25]. In Fig. 4(a), the potential

of the core in simulation is close to 1/4 of (UN-U1), which

verifies the assumption. The analytical and simulation error

may due to the simplification of the model structure, the

Minimum point

Fig. 5. Total capacitance C versus a1 and aiso, the iteration minimum result
is marked with a red filled circle.

disordered winding arrangement of prototype and impact of

the core, and it is in a reasonable range.

IV. WINDING PARASITIC CAPACITANCE OPTIMIZATION

Unlike ac resistance, there are no comparable amount of

analytical tools for the control or optimization of winding

capacitance. This is due to that the total capacitance Cind

is more structure-dependent and it is mainly dependent on

four variables: number of layer p, penetration ratio �, layer

insulation aiso and winding to central limb distance a1.

On one hand, the importance of the winding position is

usually ignored and a1 is close to the bobbin outside radius

rb2, meaning directly wrapping the first layer on the bobbin.

However, a careful selection of a1 will be helpful to reduce the

core-related capacitance Ccw. Ccw includes three parts, if the

other parameters are fixed, the center limb capacitance Ccw1

decreases with the increase of a1, the side limb capacitance

Ccw2 increases with a1, and the yoke capacitance Ccw2 keeps

stable. If the total creep distance a1+a2 is fixed, an optimum

a1 can be found, which leads to a minimum Ccw. If a1opt is

always chosen for the calculation Ccw under each aw, then

a1opt becomes a function of aw, the local optimum minimum

Ccwopt then becomes a function of total winding core distance

aw: Ccwopt = f1(aw).
On the other hand, for a fixed layer p and penetration ratio

�, the ac resistance with equation (1) can be calculated, and

aw is also fixed. But the winding capacitance still changes

with aiso: Cw = f2(aiso). For the core-related capacitance,

considering the relationship between a1, aiso and aw with

equation (3), there is Ccw = f3(a1, aiso). Combining the

f2 and f3 we obtain a relationship with a1, aiso and total

capacitance Cind in each (p, �) case. This is an optimization

problem of two-variable functions:

Cind = f4(a1, aiso). (17)

With the a1opt and aisoopt, the solution of minimum Cind can

be obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 5, where p = 7 and � = 0.2.

The other constructions are the same as given in Table I. The

hidden part of Fig. 5 is when a1opt and aisoopt are large and

lead to aisoopt < 0.
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Fig. 6. Inductor winding design map of the parasitic capacitance.

TABLE II
WINDING DESIGN INPUTS

Parameters Value Units

Core type ETD 44/22/15

Core material N87

Bobbin type B66366

Number of turns p 12

Number of strands kstr 90

Diameter restrictions, minimum torrance value:

Inner layer width aiso 0.074 mm

Inner winding and core width a1 1.4 mm

Outer winding and core width a2 1.4 mm

Inner layer height hiso 0.074 mm

Inner winding and core height h1 1.4 mm

Outer winding and core height h2 1.4 mm

Finally, with the (a1opt, aisoopt) in each (p, �) case, the

minimum Cind in the (p, �) coordinate can be obtained in

Fig. 6. The four dimensional optimization problem (p, �,

a1opt, aisoopt) is now in two dimensions (p, �). With the

boundary of equation (3) and (4), the feasible area is illustrated

and the global minimum point can be found, as plotted in a

red point.

V. OPTIMAL WINDING DESIGN CONSIDERING AC

RESISTANCE AND PARASITIC CAPACITANCE

Inductors for a 100 kHz dual active bridge prototype is

designed to illustrate the design method. The core, bobbin,

winding, and diameter restrictions as design input are illus-

trated in Table II. The capacitance Cind and ac resistance Rac

in (p, �) coordinate is given in Fig. 3 and 6. The relationship

between Cind and Rac is plotted in Fig. 7 and the Pareto front

is with red line. It is easy to find that all the points on the

Pareto front is shown with the p = 1 situation. The slope of

the front is not quite large, so the capacitance of the point

at the right side on the line and at the left side are all in an

TABLE III
WINDING DESIGN OUTPUTS

Parameters Value Units

Number of layers p 1

Turns in one layer t 12

Winding diameter di output 0.15 mm

Winding diameter di chosen 0.20 mm

Inner layer distance aiso 0 mm

Inner winding and core distance a1 3.92 mm

Winding resistance Rac @ 100 kHz 12.6 mΩ
Total Capacitance C 2.1 pF

Pareto frontDesign point

Fig. 7. Pareto optimization of ac resistance and total capacitance.

acceptable range. However, the ac resistance of the left side

point is reduced dramatically, and it is chosen as the design

point, as illustrated in the red point. The final design output is

illustrated in Table III. The self capacitance of Litz wire is not

considered, however, it is fair to do the optimization design

with the same type of Litz. A smaller strand diameter (90

× 0.10 mm) is chosen with the increased ac resistance and

reduced capacitance with only a one layer and smaller self

capacitance. For comparison, a design with the same core,

bobbin but larger strand diameter (6 × 15 × 0.2 mm) is

compared. Unlike the optimum design using one bundle with

6 strands 15 × 0.2 mm twisted together, the comparable one

uses six one bundle Litz wires winding vertically in parallel,

and directly attached on the bobbin, meaning a1 = rb2 − r1,

leading to 4 layers with aiso = 0.11 mm. The designed

inductor has a measured total capacitance of 1.9 pF, while

the comparison design is 80.8 pF, which means 42.5 times

increase of capacitance.

The inductor is put on the high voltage side of the DAB, as

it is given in Fig. 8. The experimental results in the voltage

balanced operation is in Fig. 9. vAB, vCD and iL are HV and

LV side voltages and HV side current of the the optimum

inductor, iL,c is HV side current of the compared inductor.
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Fig. 8. Inductor in a 100 kHz dual active bridge protptype.
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Fig. 9. Waveform of the voltage balance operation, with a zoom view below.

Both situations are with the same input voltage of 302.5V,

while the optimum one has the total system efficiency of

97.0%, and comparison one with 96.8%, separately. From

the comparison, the current ringing of the small-parametric-

capacitance inductor is significantly reduced, which is helpful

for the increase of efficiency.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

An expression of the parasitic capacitance of the inductor

is derived considering the core-related capacitance. Six pro-

totypes have been built and the analytical, FEM simulation,

and experimental results illustrate the importance of core-

related capacitance. An ac resistance and parasitic capaci-

tance optimization method is proposed and experimentally

verified in this paper for inductor winding design. With a

local optimization of core-related capacitance, the proposed

method compresses a four dimensional optimization to a two

dimensional problem. An inductor winding design case for a

DAB converter is discussed. It results in 42.5 times parasitic

capacitance reduction, a small current ringing and an efficiency

increase with the proposed optimization method, compared to

the alternative design.

APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE CORE-RELATED CAPACITANCE

For two conductive layers, if the voltage difference between

them is constant and a parallel plate model is considered,

the layer capacitance Cll can be calculated easily with equa-

tion (6). If a linear potential distribution is assumed along the

layer, the voltage difference at one side is UD1 and at the other

side is UD2, the total system energy is [23]:

W =
Cl

6
(U2

D1 + UD1UD2 + U2
D2). (A.1)

Assume a linear voltage distribution along the winding and

core, the energy of A1 to A3 region in Fig. 4(a) can be

expressed as W1 to W3:

W1 = Ccw10
U2
d + Ud(Ud + U0) + (Ud + U0)

2

6
, (A.2)

W2 =Ccw20
[Ud + (p− 1)U0]

2
+ (Ud + pU0)

2

6

+
[Ud + (p− 1)U0](Ud + pU0)

6
,

(A.3)

W3 =Ccw30
U2
d + Ud(Ud + pU0) + (Ud + pU0)

2

6

+
(Ud + U0)

2
+ [Ud + (p− 1)U0]

2

6

+
(Ud + U0)[Ud + (p− 1)U0]

6
.

(A.4)

On the other hand, the energy in A1 to A3 can be expressed

as the core-related capacitance Ccw:

Wcw =
Ccw

2
(pU0)

2. (A.5)

Equaling Wcw = W1 + W2 + W3 and compare the factors

of Ccw10 to Ccw30, equation (14) to (16) can be obtained as

results.
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